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Investing
through
the cycle
Heading into this year, many
investors were prepared for a vibrant
economic cycle. Now, the outlook
is more challenged, with investors
asking if there are storm clouds
or an economic hurricane on the
horizon. The tailwinds from healthy
consumers and corporations, as well
as innovation remain in place. But
the business cycle has progressed
at a historically fast pace, while
monetary and fiscal policy are no
longer adding support.

INTRODUCTION

In our mid-year outlook, we cast our eye on a world in
transition and consider what it means for investors, for this
business cycle and the next. The transitions we observe are
connected to three drivers that may determine the trajectory
of the global economy and financial markets in the second
half of the year. They are: the end of the era of easy money
and the shift to tighter monetary policy; the ongoing ripple
effects of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine; and finally, China’s
shifting role in the global economy. Will these risks swirl
together to form an economic hurricane, or are they merely
storm clouds due to pass?
Central banks’—particularly the Federal Reserve’s (Fed’s)
campaign against inflation—raise the most pressing issues
for investors. U.S. headline inflation, near its multi-decade
high, and a tight labor market necessitate tighter monetary
policy. But the pandemic’s lingering economic impacts make
it difficult to decipher how much tightening is necessary.
The economic impact of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine will likely
be most acute in Europe, given the continent’s dependence
on Russian energy. Economic momentum is already slowing.
The risk of a Russian energy embargo is certainly elevated
from pre-war levels.
In China, COVID-19 lockdowns are curtailing consumer activity
and the production of goods critical to global supply chains.
Policymakers seem committed to Zero-COVID policies that
increase risks to the global growth outlook.
Undoubtedly, recession risks have risen. But at this point, a
recession over the next 12 months is not our base case.
For their part, markets have already begun to reflect an
environment characterized by the end of easy money,
slowing economic growth and higher risks.

Bond yields have soared, leading to the worst year-to-date
performance for sovereign and investment-grade corporate
debt on record. Global equity markets have also declined, and
the S&P 500 has had one of the worst year-to-date starts on
record as well. The most speculative assets—the pandemicera darlings that thrived when rates were close to zero—are
some of the worst performers this year.
Finally, the U.S. dollar is near its strongest level versus major
trading partners in decades, which can be disruptive for
multinational corporations and for emerging market countries
that issue U.S. dollar-denominated debt.
U.S. BOND YIELDS HAVE SOARED TO CYCLE HIGHS
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Year-to-date, multi-asset investors have had little opportunity
to hide. Going forward, entry points look much more
attractive, and we expect the inverse correlation between
stocks and bonds to revive. Put another way, we expect bonds
to again serve as portfolio insulators from equity volatility.

By “easy money,” we mean the era of historically
large amounts of government spending
combined with ultra-low interest rates and
abundant liquidity support from central banks.
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Still, we don’t underestimate the challenges of a world—a global
economy and global markets—in transition. Neither do we
underestimate the potential opportunities going forward. After
all, investing through the cycle means investing for the next cycle.
In the following sections, we examine three drivers of economies
and markets (the campaign against inflation and the end of easy
money, war in Europe and commodity supply shocks, and China’s
management of COVID-19 and the resulting global fallout).

We then offer several approaches that may
help you stay invested and strengthen your
portfolios, for this cycle and the next:
Rely on core fixed income as portfolio ballast. Prioritize balance
and quality in equity portfolios. Position for structural change.
First, the three drivers. We take them one by one.

2
What’s driving
economies
and markets?

WHAT’S DRIVING ECONOMIES AND MARKETS?

Campaign against
inflation and the
end of easy money
The Fed’s campaign against inflation has been the dominant
driver of global financial markets so far this year. Headline
inflation, which touched a 40-year high, coupled with a tight
labor market give the Fed justification to aggressively raise
policy rates. Over the next 12 months, the market is pricing
in the fastest hiking cycle since the 1990s. What’s more, the
Fed is embarking on a path to shrink its USD 9 trillion balance
sheet to under USD 7 trillion by 2025 (if all goes well). Higher
rates and less central bank liquidity—the end of easy money—
aim to tighten financial conditions. The question becomes,
how much tightening is enough, but not too much?
To start, the headline inflation rate deserves an asterisk, as
it is still driven in part by pandemic-era disruptions that are
starting to abate. Inventory levels are rising, and inventoryto-sales ratios are recovering just as consumers are shifting
from goods to service purchases. We see growing evidence
of excess supply in the trucking industry, and global shipping
rates are rolling over. Used car prices, which have accounted
for one-third of overall consumer price gains since the
pandemic started, have also rolled over and begun to fall.
These developments suggest that at least a portion of the
inflation we have seen over the last 18 months was related
to COVID-19. Thus, even in the absence of Fed policy action,
inflation may partially normalize as the pandemic wanes.
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WHAT’S DRIVING ECONOMIES AND MARKETS?

The unemployment rate has plunged to 3.6%, clear evidence
of a tight labor market. However, the unemployment rate
is another statistic that merits a post-pandemic asterisk.
Lingering pandemic-era distortions can also be seen in
the labor data. Since the start of the year, over 1.2 million
Americans have re-entered the work force amid waning
concerns about COVID-19. As a result, wage inflation has
decelerated to a pace just above the 2018–2019 period.
U.S. WAGE GROWTH COOLING
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Importantly, though, over half-a-million
Americans still say that COVID-19 worries are
keeping them from entering the labor force.

As we move into the second half of the year, we will start
to see more signs that this rate-hiking cycle is accelerating
an economic slowdown that was set to happen naturally as
the pandemic receded. Our base case is a soft or “soft-ish”
landing. But as we’ve noted, recession risks have clearly risen.
Raising rates enough, but not too much—it’s a tricky balancing
act that has historically eluded central banks.
MORTGAGE APPLICATIONS HAVE DOWNSHIFTED
U.S. mortgage loan applications for Purchase Index, March 1990 = 100
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Although the Fed has only just begun its hiking cycle, we
are already seeing the desired impact of slowing economic
activity. The housing market, the U.S. economy’s most
interest-rate-sensitive sector, is slowing. Over the last
six months, mortgage rates surged to the highest level
since 2009, housing affordability plunged, and mortgage
applications slowed.
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Sources: Mortgage Bankers Association, Haver Analytics. Data as of April 29, 2022.
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WHAT’S DRIVING ECONOMIES AND MARKETS?

War in Europe
and commodity
supply shocks
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has
a tragic cost in human suffering
and poses significant challenges
to the global economy.

Generally, we don’t think investors should make meaningful
changes to investment portfolios based solely on geopolitical
events. History shows that underlying economic forces tend
to influence markets more than specific geopolitical events.
However, when there is a direct link between the event and
the global economy, we need to be aware of the potential
impacts it could have on investment portfolios.
In the case of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the link—energy—
is clear. Global benchmarks for crude oil are trading near
their highest levels over the last decade, and U.S. retail
gasoline prices spiked to record highs this spring. Investors
are increasingly worried that volatility in both energy and
agricultural commodities could lead to turbulence and destroy
demand as consumers forgo other spending to ensure access
to necessities.
Europeans import over 20% of their oil and almost 40% of
their natural gas from Russia. Not surprisingly, European
wholesale energy prices have tripled or quadrupled since the
invasion of Ukraine. The European Union recently agreed to
a partial ban on Russian oil, aiming to stop 90% of Russian
supply imports by year-end. Losing access to Russian natural
gas would pose a still greater threat to the European economy.
It’s difficult to handicap, but the risk that Europe could face a
1970s-style energy shock has surely risen.
EUROPE HAS A GREATER EXPOSURE TO RUSSIAN ENERGY
Exposure to Russia, %
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WHAT’S DRIVING ECONOMIES AND MARKETS?

By any measure, Europe’s economy faces a very disruptive
supply shock. Many European governments have introduced
fiscal schemes to try and shield consumers from the full
impact of higher energy costs, but spending growth is set to
decline. We estimate that higher energy prices will lead to
about a 30% larger hit to overall growth in Europe than in the
United States.
GOVERNMENT SPENDING MEASURES ANNOUNCED IN RESPONSE
TO SPIKING ENERGY PRICES
% of GDP

An ECB on the move marks a watershed moment for global
fixed income investors. After the central bank cut rates into
negative territory in 2014, a USD 18 trillion glacier of negative
yielding debt amassed in global financial markets. As rates
have moved higher this year, that glacier has melted from its
peak in 2021 to a mere USD 2.5 trillion. The era of negative
yielding debt may be coming to an end, at least for now, and
Euro-based investors finally have the opportunity to add yield
to portfolios.
NEGATIVE YIELDING DEBT HAS MELTED AWAY
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estimates and inclusive of pre- and post-invasion announcements starting in June 2021 and
running through April 2022. Figures could be higher by year-end.

This complicates the European Central Bank’s (ECB’s) plan to
raise rates for the first time in eight years, but the ECB seems
resolute. Raising interest rates while a supply shock is already
squeezing real incomes could lead to a sharp downturn.
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Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. Data as of April 29, 2022.

While the outlook for the broader European economy appears
challenged over the near term, equity investors should
consider that European stocks are down meaningfully from
their highs and trade at a historically wide, 30%, discount to
U.S. equities. This suggests that a good degree of risk is already
reflected in the price.
Some sectors may provide longer-term opportunities.
Specifically, European countries will likely spend much more
on defense, and will accelerate investments to secure viable
alternatives to Russian energy. Clean energy, cybersecurity,
traditional defense and infrastructure could also find consistent
support going forward. In addition, we expect a tight balance
between demand and supply in most energy, agricultural and
industrial commodities, which could support prices.
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WHAT’S DRIVING ECONOMIES AND MARKETS?

COVID-19 in
China and the
global fallout

While the pandemic has become
manageable for many, China is dealing
with its first meaningful virus surge
since the pandemic’s early days.
Lockdowns are exacerbating economic
weakness in China and pose a risk
to global supply chains that are still
stressed.
In stark contrast to their peers in other
regions, Chinese consumers have been
subdued throughout the pandemic era.
Spending in all categories but food and
tobacco is weaker than it was before
the 2020 COVID-19 outbreak. Current
lockdowns are easing locally. But
limited acquired immunity means that
future COVID-19 waves and lockdowns
are likely—making it effectively
impossible for consumers to drive any
kind of above-trend economic growth.

MID-YEAR OUTLOOK 2022
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WHAT’S DRIVING ECONOMIES AND MARKETS?

Chinese policymakers have clearly signaled that they want to
discourage speculation in the housing and real estate sectors
to reduce leverage in the broader economy.
This has led to declines in building sales, new construction
activity and home prices for the first time since the 2014–2015
slowdown (which was marked by a currency devaluation and
capital flight that spooked global investors).
LOCKDOWNS IN CHINA ARE POSING A THREAT TO ECONOMIC
ACTIVITY
China’s Economic Activity Index,* Q4 2018 = 100
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Recently, Chinese policymakers have allowed the currency to
fall relative to the country’s trading partners. This can provide
a boost to the domestic economy and introduce another
disinflationary impulse to developed economies as Chinese
exports become less expensive. But investors could also take
currency weakness as a sign of stagnant domestic growth,
which is a negative for global corporate earnings.
Continued rolling COVID-19 lockdowns could prolong the supply
chain pressures that have contributed to inflation in the United
States and Europe. They could also reduce the amount of
goods that companies could potentially sell, which could hurt
revenues. This presents an important risk to global investors.

While the onshore Chinese equity markets have already
incorporated a slower growth outlook, we have higher
conviction in other areas for the balance of the year.

Floor space of buildings
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40

40

Global investors would probably welcome increased credit
issuance and meaningful policy easing to support growth.
However, we aren’t counting on it because we think it is
unlikely that the People’s Bank of China would move in such
opposition to developed economy central banks.

All in all, we see an uninspiring outlook for the Chinese
economy, with potential disruptive downstream impacts on
global growth.

CHINA PROPERTY SALES ARE DECLINING
80%

Exports now drive China’s economy. Booming demand for
durable goods in developed economies (especially in the United
States) over the last two years led to strong manufacturing and
export activity. The problem is that global demand for durable
goods is likely to fade, given consumer saturation and the Fed’s
tightening cycle.

’22

Outside China, other emerging markets are enjoying market
gains. Higher commodity prices are improving the external
positions of countries such as Brazil, Saudi Arabia and South
Africa, while many emerging market central banks are closer
to the end of their tightening cycles than the beginning.
Emerging market investments could benefit if commodity
prices remain elevated and higher interest rates continue to
pressure developed world markets with higher valuations.
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3
Preparing
portfolios for
this cycle and
the next

Even as inflation, war, political uncertainty and the ongoing
pandemic challenge the outlook, we think balanced portfolios offer
compelling potential returns through the end of 2022, especially
after the dramatic declines in both stock and bond markets in the
first five months of the year.
That said, the end of easy money marks a watershed moment for
the COVID-19 business cycle, one characterized by slower economic
and corporate earnings growth, and lower inflation globally.
Recession risk is elevated. We think investors can take three steps
to prepare goal-aligned portfolios to potentially weather this
cycle and next:

Rely on core
fixed income as a
portfolio ballast

MID-YEAR OUTLOOK 2022

Prioritize balance
and quality in
equity portfolios

Position for
structural change
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PREPARING PORTFOLIOS FOR
THIS CYCLE AND THE NEXT

Rely on core
fixed income as a
portfolio ballast

We believe core, investment-grade fixed income is
the most efficient way for investors to potentially
benefit from slowing growth. For the last two years,
bonds have offered neither incremental yield nor
useful portfolio protection because interest rates
were so low. But now investors are finally getting paid
an adequate return and getting portfolio protection
should a recession occur.
The risk in holding core fixed income is that rates head
materially higher from here. This scenario is certainly
possible, as sovereign bond yields tend to overshoot
their fundamental ranges during central bank
tightening cycles.
Still, for several reasons, we think it’s unlikely. First, as
we’ve said, we believe rates are already high enough to
engineer the growth slowdown the Fed is looking for.
While the hiking cycle has only just begun, the bond
market has priced a rapid succession of future hikes,
which is already impacting the economy.
Second, most U.S. Treasury yields are trading above
the Fed’s estimate of the long-run federal funds rate.
This rate has historically served as an anchor for
yields. Finally, structural factors of the economy that
tend to influence rates (e.g., productivity, population
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growth and demographics) all argue against a material further
rise in interest rates.
Indeed, a risk-reward analysis suggests the benefits of owning
core fixed income at current levels outweigh the potential
downside. Assuming 10-year Treasury yields rise to 3.5%,
core fixed income could return -1% to +1% over the next year.
If a recession does occur, 10-year yields yields could fall to
~75 basis points, and returns could total 12% to 15%.
What’s more, current yields on core fixed income offer similar
expected total returns as equities with less volatility, according
to our Long-Term Capital Market Assumptions, our 10-to-15
year risk and return forecasts.

For the last few years, we have been
skeptical of core fixed income. But it is
time to re-engage with the asset class.
CORE FIXED INCOME COULD OFFER COMPELLING
DOWNSIDE PROTECTION
Potential total return over 12 months
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& Muni/Treasury Ratio; Recession—OAS widens to 100, Muni/UST Ratio = 150%.
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PREPARING PORTFOLIOS FOR
THIS CYCLE AND THE NEXT

Prioritize balance
and quality in
equity portfolios

Turning to equity markets, we expect trend-like
earnings growth through the balance of the year.
Valuations that are below their 10-year average
provide an attractive entry point. But given downside
risks, we are prioritizing balance and quality in equity
portfolios.
We find these attributes in a variety of sectors and
styles: High-quality businesses that provide earnings
stability and visibility. A select group of cyclicals that
can benefit from continued economic growth. Secular
growth companies trading at reasonable prices.
We believe all have a place in equity portfolios. And for
this reason, healthcare, industrials and technology are
our three favorite equity sectors.
Mature healthcare companies seem particularly
compelling. We think they will benefit from a strong
demographic tailwind, solid drug development, a
history of defensiveness in volatile markets, and the
potential for merger and acquisition activity. The
healthcare sector also trades at a discount to the
broad market given political risks (e.g., new regulation)
that we believe are overstated.
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We note another attractive characteristic of mature
healthcare companies: They tend to have strong balance
sheets and consistent earnings growth. Their management
teams are reliable capital allocators, and they are usually
good partners to investors.
Consistent dividend growth can be an indicator of quality.
Companies that are dividend growers also tend to be less
expensive than the broader market, have a higher absolute
dividend yield, and typically come from defensive sectors
such as utilities and consumer staples that are less sensitive
to changes in economic growth.

DIVIDEND GROWTH STOCKS HAVE SEVERAL ATTRACTIVE
ATTRIBUTES
Higher yield
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Source: Morningstar. Dividend Growth represented by the Morningstar U.S. Dividend Growth
Index and market represented by the S&P 500. Data as of May 31, 2022.

In short, in an uncertain macroeconomic
environment, quality companies should
provide investors with more certainty than
their lesser-quality peers.
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PREPARING PORTFOLIOS FOR
THIS CYCLE AND THE NEXT

Position for
structural change

The first two approaches we’ve presented—rely on core
fixed income as portfolio ballast, prioritize balance and
quality in equity portfolios—mainly address the current
cycle. Our third approach looks ahead.
As we see it, the next cycle will likely feature
reconceived and restructured global supply chains. For
more than 30 years, supply chains were increasingly
globally integrated. Especially after China joined the
World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, much of
U.S. manufacturing moved offshore. That tide may
be turning as geopolitics and the potential for future
pandemics prompt business leaders to add resiliency.
In the next cycle, manufacturers may increasingly
bring their factories onshore (or nearly onshore) and
make them more “autonomous” (more productive
and efficient). For investors, this means increased
opportunities for robotics and related hardware and
software.
The next cycle is likely to also experience meaningful
progress (at precisely what speed no one can say) in
the energy transition.
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The transition will require significant capital investment
in both fossil fuels and renewables, along with substantial
commodity inputs. This will present a wide range of
opportunities for investors, which they can align to their
financial (and non-financial) goals and values.
Finally, the new cycle could bring with it a transformed
real estate sector. As hybrid home-office, office-home
arrangements proliferate post-COVID-19, both the office and
single-family housing markets will need to evolve. As more
people live and work outside traditional city centers, we see
growing need for residential housing investment and the
related infrastructure.
As for single family housing, Freddie Mac estimates that
supply is short of demand by roughly 3.5 million units,
which would take three to five years of constant investment
to balance. Certainly, housing is still a cyclical sector. But
it is likely to become less cyclical, potentially introducing a
credible source of income for investors.
Residential development will likely require traditional
infrastructure investment—namely upgrades for roads and
bridges in towns and small cities getting new waves of traffic.
It will also likely require digital infrastructure to support
remote living, such as internet upgrades, cloud computing
and information security.

After structural underinvestment, we expect
a secular boost to investments in energy,
infrastructure, housing and reorganized
globalization. Investing through the cycle
means investing for the next cycle.
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4
Conclusion

Discipline
through discomfort
Today’s investing environment may be uncomfortable for
investors, but that doesn’t mean it can’t be profitable. In
fact, at current levels, the entry point in stocks and bonds
looks to be the most compelling in several years. Investors
don’t seem to be overpaying for corporate earnings growth,
and fixed income provides a viable yield and important
protection against a more severe economic downturn.

A BALANCED ALLOCATION YIELD IS THE HIGHEST SINCE 2018
Earning/coupon yield of a 60/40 allocation
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Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. Data as of June 6, 2022. Note: The 60/40 allocation is composed of the S&P 500 and U.S.
Bloomberg Agg Index.
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The risk of a hurricane—a potential Fed policy error and
the risks emanating from war in Ukraine, and lockdowns
in China—seems well understood by investors. This also
probably means that the downside scenarios are at least
partially reflected in current prices. It leaves a smaller
chance that one of these risks takes markets by surprise
and causes more material weakness.
In fact, the bar seems to have been reset lower for what could constitute a
positive surprise. If inflation does reach a trend-like pace and the labor market
cools, the Fed may not raise rates as far, or as fast, as investors currently expect.
Growth, driven by consumers and corporations, has held up admirably through
the headwinds. Investors could well uncover opportunity amid the volatility.
We believe long-term investors will be rewarded for enduring the volatility that
will likely define markets over the remainder of the year.
But more importantly, in periods of increased volatility and opportunity, you’ll
want to revisit your goals-based plan. Your decisions about risk should be
intentional, based on the purpose of the “buckets” in your plan. In this way, nearterm goals are more insulated from volatility, those meant to fund your highest
priority goals in the medium term are positioned for growth and stability, and
those with the longest time horizons or purposes beyond your lifetime can be
positioned more opportunistically.
As always, we believe designing and revisiting a goals-based plan is the most
impactful action you can take to help improve the likelihood of achieving your
financial goals.

We are here to guide you along
the way.
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or strategies discussed are suitable to your needs. You must also consider the
objectives, risks, charges, and expenses associated with an investment service,
product or strategy prior to making an investment decision. For this and more
complete information, including discussion of your goals/situation, contact your
J.P. Morgan team.
INDEX DEFINITIONS
The Standard and Poor’s 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks.
The index is designed to measure performance of the broad domestic economy
through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major
industries. The index was developed with a base level of 10 for the 1941 – 43 base
period. The Morningstar U.S. Dividend Growth Index tracks U.S.-based securities with
a history of uninterrupted dividend growth. The index is a subset of the Morningstar
U.S. Market Index, a broad market index representing 97% of U.S. equity market
capitalization. This Index does not incorporate Environmental, Social or Governance
(ESG) criteria.
The Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is a benchmark that measures the
investment grade, U.S. dollar-denominated, fixed-rate taxable bond market. The
index includes Treasuries, government-related and corporate securities, MBS (agency
fixed-rate pass-throughs), ABS and CMBS (agency and non-agency).
The Barclays Capital 1-10 Year Municipal Bond Index measures the performance
of tax-exempt muni bonds with more than one year and less than 10 years remaining
until maturity.
The China Economic Activity Index is a proprietary index constructed by weighted
30-day moving average of daily coal consumption, textile sales, automobile sales,
property sales, steel production, as well as congestion delay index, metro passenger
volume and air quality index of major cities.
Non-Reliance
Certain information contained in this material is believed to be reliable; however, JPM
does not represent or warrant its accuracy, reliability or completeness, or accept any
liability for any loss or damage (whether direct or indirect) arising out of the use of
all or any part of this material. No representation or warranty should be made with
regard to any computations, graphs, tables, diagrams or commentary in this material,
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which are provided for illustration/reference purposes only. The views, opinions,
estimates and strategies expressed in this material constitute our judgment based
on current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. JPM assumes
no duty to update any information in this material in the event that such information
changes. Views, opinions, estimates and strategies expressed herein may differ from
those expressed by other areas of JPM, views expressed for other purposes or in
other contexts, and this material should not be regarded as a research report. Any
projected results and risks are based solely on hypothetical examples cited, and actual
results and risks will vary depending on specific circumstances. Forward-looking
statements should not be considered as guarantees or predictions of future events.
Nothing in this document shall be construed as giving rise to any duty of care owed to,
or advisory relationship with, you or any third party. Nothing in this document shall
be regarded as an offer, solicitation, recommendation or advice (whether financial,
accounting, legal, tax or other) given by J.P. Morgan and/or its officers or employees,
irrespective of whether or not such communication was given at your request.
J.P. Morgan and its affiliates and employees do not provide tax, legal or accounting
advice. You should consult your own tax, legal and accounting advisors before
engaging in any financial transactions.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR INVESTMENTS AND POTENTIAL
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Conflicts of interest will arise whenever JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. or any of its
affiliates (together, “J.P. Morgan”) have an actual or perceived economic or other
incentive in its management of our clients’ portfolios to act in a way that benefits
J.P. Morgan. Conflicts will result, for example (to the extent the following activities are
permitted in your account): (1) when J.P. Morgan invests in an investment product,
such as a mutual fund, structured product, separately managed account or hedge fund
issued or managed by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. or an affiliate, such as J.P. Morgan
Investment Management Inc.; (2) when a J.P. Morgan entity obtains services, including
trade execution and trade clearing, from an affiliate; (3) when J.P. Morgan receives
payment as a result of purchasing an investment product for a client’s account; or
(4) when J.P. Morgan receives payment for providing services (including shareholder
servicing, recordkeeping or custody) with respect to investment products purchased
for a client’s portfolio. Other conflicts will result because of relationships that
J.P. Morgan has with other clients or when J.P. Morgan acts for its own account.
Investment strategies are selected from both J.P. Morgan and third-party asset
managers and are subject to a review process by our manager research teams. From
this pool of strategies, our portfolio construction teams select those strategies we
believe fit our asset allocation goals and forward-looking views in order to meet the
portfolio’s investment objective.
As a general matter, we prefer J.P. Morgan managed strategies. We expect the
proportion of J.P. Morgan managed strategies will be high (in fact, up to 100 percent)
in strategies such as, for example, cash and high-quality fixed income, subject to
applicable law and any account-specific considerations.
While our internally managed strategies generally align well with our forward-looking
views, and we are familiar with the investment processes as well as the risk and
compliance philosophy of the firm, it is important to note that J.P. Morgan receives
more overall fees when internally managed strategies are included. We offer the
option of choosing to exclude J.P. Morgan managed strategies (other than cash and
liquidity products) in certain portfolios.
The Six Circles Funds are U.S.-registered mutual funds managed by J.P. Morgan and
sub-advised by third parties. Although considered internally managed strategies,
JPMC does not retain a fee for fund management or other fund services.
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Legal Entity, Brand & Regulatory Information
In the United States, bank deposit accounts and related services, such as checking,
savings and bank lending, are offered by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. Member FDIC.
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. and its affiliates (collectively “JPMCB”) offer investment
products, which may include bank-managed investment accounts and custody, as
part of its trust and fiduciary services. Other investment products and services, such
as brokerage and advisory accounts, are offered through J.P. Morgan Securities
LLC (“JPMS”), a member of FINRA and SIPC. Annuities are made available through
Chase Insurance Agency, Inc. (CIA), a licensed insurance agency, doing business as
Chase Insurance Agency Services, Inc. in Florida. JPMCB, JPMS and CIA are affiliated
companies under the common control of JPM. Products not available in all states.
In Germany, this material is issued by J.P. Morgan SE, with its registered office at
Taunustor 1 (TaunusTurm), 60310 Frankfurt am Main, Germany, authorized by the
Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and jointly supervised by the
BaFin, the German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank) and the European Central
Bank (ECB). In Luxembourg, this material is issued by J.P. Morgan SE—Luxembourg
Branch, with registered office at European Bank and Business Centre, 6 route
de Treves, L-2633, Senningerberg, Luxembourg, authorized by the Bundesanstalt
für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and jointly supervised by the BaFin, the
German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank) and the European Central Bank
(ECB); J.P. Morgan SE—Luxembourg Branch is also supervised by the Commission
de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF); registered under R.C.S Luxembourg
B255938. In the United Kingdom, this material is issued by J.P. Morgan SE—
London Branch, registered office at 25 Bank Street, Canary Wharf, London E14 5JP,
authorized by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and jointly
supervised by the BaFin, the German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank) and the
European Central Bank (ECB); J.P. Morgan SE—London Branch is also supervised by
the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. In Spain, this
material is distributed by J.P. Morgan SE, Sucursal en España, with registered office
at Paseo de la Castellana, 31, 28046 Madrid, Spain, authorized by the Bundesanstalt
für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and jointly supervised by the BaFin, the
German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank) and the European Central Bank (ECB);
J.P. Morgan SE, Sucursal en España is also supervised by the Spanish Securities
Market Commission (CNMV); registered with Bank of Spain as a branch of J.P. Morgan
SE under code 1567. In Italy, this material is distributed by J.P. Morgan SE—Milan
Branch, with its registered office at Via Cordusio, n.3, Milan 20123, Italy, authorized
by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and jointly supervised
by the BaFin, the German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank) and the European
Central Bank (ECB); J.P. Morgan SE—Milan Branch is also supervised by Bank of Italy
and the Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa (CONSOB); registered with
Bank of Italy as a branch of J.P. Morgan SE under code 8076; Milan Chamber of
Commerce Registered Number: REA MI 2536325. In the Netherlands, this material is
distributed by J.P. Morgan SE—Amsterdam Branch, with registered office at World
Trade Centre, Tower B, Strawinskylaan 1135, 1077 XX, Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
authorized by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and
jointly supervised by the BaFin, the German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank)
and the European Central Bank (ECB); J.P. Morgan SE—Amsterdam Branch is also
supervised by De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB) and the Autoriteit Financiële Markten
(AFM) in the Netherlands. Registered with the Kamer van Koophandel as a branch
of J.P. Morgan SE under registration number 72610220. In Denmark, this material
is distributed by J.P. Morgan SE—Copenhagen Branch, filial af J.P. Morgan SE,
Tyskland, with registered office at Kalvebod Brygge 39-41, 1560 København V,
Denmark, authorized by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin)
and jointly supervised by the BaFin, the German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank)
and the European Central Bank (ECB); J.P. Morgan SE—Copenhagen Branch, filial af
J.P. Morgan SE, Tyskland is also supervised by Finanstilsynet (Danish FSA) and is
registered with Finanstilsynet as a branch of J.P. Morgan SE under code 29010. In Sweden,
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this material is distributed by J.P. Morgan SE—Stockholm Bankfilial, with registered
office at Hamngatan 15, Stockholm, 11147, Sweden, authorized by the Bundesanstalt
für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) and jointly supervised by the BaFin, the
German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank) and the European Central Bank (ECB);
J.P. Morgan SE—Stockholm Bankfilial is also supervised by Finansinspektionen
(Swedish FSA); registered with Finansinspektionen as a branch of J.P. Morgan SE.
In France, this material is distributed by JPMCB, Paris branch, which is regulated
by the French banking authorities Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution
and Autorité des Marchés Financiers. In Switzerland, this material is distributed by
J.P. Morgan (Suisse) SA, with registered address at rue du Rhône, 35, 1204, Geneva,
Switzerland, which is authorized and supervised by the Swiss Financial Market
Supervisory Authority (FINMA) as a bank and a securities dealer in Switzerland.
This communication is an advertisement for the purposes of the Markets in
Financial Instruments Directive (MIFID II) and the Swiss Financial Services Act
(FINSA). Investors should not subscribe for or purchase any financial instruments
referred to in this advertisement except on the basis of information contained in
any applicable legal documentation, which is or shall be made available in the
relevant jurisdictions (as required).
In Hong Kong, this material is distributed by JPMCB, Hong Kong branch. JPMCB,
Hong Kong branch is regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority and the
Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong. In Hong Kong, we will cease to
use your personal data for our marketing purposes without charge if you so request.
In Singapore, this material is distributed by JPMCB, Singapore branch. JPMCB,
Singapore branch is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Dealing and
advisory services and discretionary investment management services are provided
to you by JPMCB, Hong Kong/Singapore branch (as notified to you). Banking and
custody services are provided to you by JPMCB Singapore Branch. The contents of
this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong,
Singapore or any other jurisdictions. You are advised to exercise caution in relation
to this document. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document,
you should obtain independent professional advice. For materials which constitute
product advertisement under the Securities and Futures Act and the Financial
Advisers Act, this advertisement has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority
of Singapore. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. is a national banking association chartered
under the laws of the United States, and as a body corporate, its shareholder’s
liability is limited.
With respect to countries in Latin America, the distribution of this material may be
restricted in certain jurisdictions. We may offer and/or sell to you securities or other
financial instruments which may not be registered under, and are not the subject
of a public offering under, the securities or other financial regulatory laws of your
home country. Such securities or instruments are offered and/or sold to you on a
private basis only. Any communication by us to you regarding such securities or
instruments, including without limitation the delivery of a prospectus, term sheet or
other offering document, is not intended by us as an offer to sell or a solicitation of
an offer to buy any securities or instruments in any jurisdiction in which such an offer
or a solicitation is unlawful. Furthermore, such securities or instruments may be
subject to certain regulatory and/or contractual restrictions on subsequent transfer
by you, and you are solely responsible for ascertaining and complying with such
restrictions. To the extent this content makes reference to a fund, the Fund may not
be publicly offered in any Latin American country, without previous registration of
such fund’s securities in compliance with the laws of the corresponding jurisdiction.
Public offering of any security, including the shares of the Fund, without previous
registration at Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission—CVM is completely
prohibited. Some products or services contained in the materials might not be
currently provided by the Brazilian and Mexican platforms.
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JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (JPMCBNA) (ABN 43 074 112 011/AFS Licence No:
238367) is regulated by the Australian Securities and Investment Commission and
the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority. Material provided by JPMCBNA in
Australia is to “wholesale clients” only. For the purposes of this paragraph the term
“wholesale client” has the meaning given in section 761G of the Corporations Act
2001 (Cth). Please inform us if you are not a Wholesale Client now or if you cease to
be a Wholesale Client at any time in the future.
JPMS is a registered foreign company (overseas) (ARBN 109293610) incorporated in
Delaware, U.S.A. Under Australian financial services licensing requirements, carrying
on a financial services business in Australia requires a financial service provider, such
as J.P. Morgan Securities LLC (JPMS), to hold an Australian Financial Services Licence
(AFSL), unless an exemption applies. JPMS is exempt from the requirement to
hold an AFSL under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Act) in respect of financial
services it provides to you, and is regulated by the SEC, FINRA and CFTC under
U.S. laws, which differ from Australian laws. Material provided by JPMS in
Australia is to “wholesale clients” only. The information provided in this material is
not intended to be, and must not be, distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly,
to any other class of persons in Australia. For the purposes of this paragraph the
term “wholesale client” has the meaning given in section 761G of the Act. Please
inform us immediately if you are not a Wholesale Client now or if you cease to be a
Wholesale Client at any time in the future.
This material has not been prepared specifically for Australian investors. It:
• May contain references to dollar amounts which are not Australian dollars;
• May contain financial information which is not prepared in accordance with
Australian law or practices;
• May not address risks associated with investment in foreign currency
denominated investments; and
• Does not address Australian tax issues.
References to “J.P. Morgan” are to JPM, its subsidiaries and affiliates worldwide.
“J.P. Morgan Private Bank” is the brand name for the private banking business
conducted by JPM. This material is intended for your personal use and should not
be circulated to or used by any other person, or duplicated for non-personal use,
without our permission. If you have any questions or no longer wish to receive these
communications, please contact your J.P. Morgan team.
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